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Testimony Intelligence™

Base Module
Transcribe and Listen in Real Time
See accurate realtime
transcriptions during
depositions

Centrally manage
transcripts and audio
files

Reduce the cost
of testimony with a
simple flat fee

Reduce Testimony Costs
Reduce the cost of capturing testimony immediately. The Base
module transcribes depositions in real time, whether remote or
in-person. Counsel can view realtime transcription during the
deposition, then download a rough transcript with the audio
recording minutes after the deposition concludes.
For the non-noticing party, typically the rough transcript is
sufficient for their litigation needs while avoiding costly fees
for transcript copies, expediting fees, and other transcription
“taxes.”
The Cloud Court Testimony Intelligence™ platform
empowers litigators to prepare for, take and defend
depositions more effectively. It enables users to
extract hidden value from testimony and reduce the
costs of litigation. Law firms and corporations alike
enjoy unprecedented access to realtime testimony
via live feeds, rough transcripts, and downloadable
audio.
Advanced modules boost performance and set
the stage for improved outcomes by providing
a remote collaboration portal, patent-pending
eDiscovery search tools, hyper-organized testimony
intelligence, and predictive transcripts.

View and Stream
Realtime Transcription

Easily refer back to key testimony
points, cite witnesses word for
word, loop in remote colleagues

For the noticing party, realtime transcription enhances the
taking attorney’s ability to review questions as they are asked
as well as the answers given to ensure both are clear and have
all the critical elements. A customizable dictionary enhances
the accuracy of transcription.

Savings Example
A corporation is noticed for about 500 depositions every year.
Its legal department spends between $1,000 and $2,000 per
deposition transcript. Using the Base module, they will save
75% to 90% on their noticed transcript copies while giving
the legal team more timely access to testimony at every turn.
Not only do they get rough transcripts within minutes after the

Centrally Manage
Transcripts and Audio

Quickly find and share stored files
for each case, download audio and
rough transcripts anytime

Accelerate Delivery,
Reduce Cost

Get the rough transcript minutes
after the depo, decide later if you
need to order a finalized transcript

Testimony Intelligence

Base Module

depo, but they also enjoy realtime transcription, audio
feed, and audio download. They no longer pay token
fees for streaming audio or for colleagues to observe the
transcription.

Master the Testimony Lifecycle
The Base module helps you reduce testimony costs
and drive faster resolutions. Record mock depos
to better prepare witnesses before they testify.
Witnesses can reference transcripts to recall points
raised by counsel. See the transcription as it happens
live. Access a transcript right after a deposition and
circulate it to your team.
• Upload case-specific dictionaries to enhance
transcription accuracy
• Download audio after the deposition (useful for
settlement negotiations)
• Manage audio and transcripts centrally, per case,
along with digital exhibits
• Order a finalized transcript from a court reporter
or just use the rough transcript

About Cloud Court
Cloud Court, Inc. is a LegalTech company formed
by litigation professionals. Our mission is to leverage
modern technology to help litigation teams reach
their legal goals faster. We help our clients win
difficult cases as well as cases that could go either
way. We also help our clients win the cases that they
should win, only earlier and on better terms. Our
primary focus is testimony, with a strong emphasis on
deposition testimony. Visit cloudcourtinc.com.

Collaborate with Remote Colleagues
Add the Collaboration module to privately chat and
send attachments to the attorney in the deposition.
Invite colleagues to participate remotely and send
live messages without alerting the opposition.
Defend your witnesses and take down your
adversaries. Ask us about the Collaboration
module.
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